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ABSTRACT
In a simple one-sector endogenous growth model of imperfect competition, we show that the competitiveness-growth
relationship can be mixed, crucially depending on the degree of the increasing returns to specialization. This ambiguity
not only reconciles the theoretical prediction with the recent empirical evidence, but also provides a plausible explanation for the diversity in the competitiveness-growth relationship across countries.
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1. Introduction
Is more intense product market competition (PMC) good
or bad for growth? This question is important, since its
answer will govern the development of antitrust and other
competition policies. The conventional Schumpeterian
paradigm indicates that monopoly power is viewed as the
reward accruing to the successful firms from their innovative activities; the larger this reward, the stronger the
incentive to innovate. Since tougher competition erodes
the monopolistic rents that can be appropriated by successful innovators, more intense PMC is harmful to
technological progress and hence economic growth ([13]). However, this theoretical prediction is not supported
by empirical studies. References, [4-8] have pointed to a
positive correlation between PMC and productivity growth
at the firm- and industry-level, thereby leading to a positive link between PMC and aggregate economic growth.1
[9,10] use recent data on the patenting activity of a panel
of UK and US firms and refer to an inverted-U relationship between PMC and innovation (growth).
To reconcile the theory with the empirical evidence, the
Schumpeterian paradigm has been recently re-formulated
and several extensions of the R&D model of endogenous
growth have been proposed in the theoretical literature.
[11,12] introduce agency issues into the basic Schumpeterian growth model and show that tougher competition can force managers to speed up the adoption of new
technologies, which is beneficial to economic growth.
1

See [13] for a comprehensive review of the theory and evidence on the
competition-innovation-growth relationship.
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Study of [14] shows that there exists an inverted-U relationship between PMC and growth in a model à la Romer with human capital.2 By allowing products to be
both horizontally and vertically differentiated, [15] also
obtains a positive relationship between PMC and growth.
Unlike these studies, the present study departs from the
Schumpeterian paradigm and attempts to shed light on
the role of the returns to specialization in the determination of the PMC-growth relationship in a simple onesector AK model of imperfect competition with endogenous entry. In line with [16,17], in our model endogenous growth is based on the returns to specialization,
rather than on firms’ R&D. We show that increasing returns to production specialization (IRPS) can serve as an
alternative that provides a plausibly theoretical explanation to the mixed competitiveness-growth relationship
found in the empirical literature. It is important to emphasize that in a departure from the model setting in
[17-19], we follow [20,21] to introduce a distinction between the returns to specialization and the markup. By
doing so, we not only have a better measure of PMC, but
can also further verify the role played by the returns to
specialization in the PMC-growth relationship.
IRPS have been shown to have their practical importance. [23] (Chapter 5), [24,25] argue that if the same
assortment of commodities can be manufactured in specialized firms, the so-called scale economies will lead to
better work performance and improved organization of
2

By extending the [14] model to a more generalized one, [22] shows
that under some situations, the inverted-U-shaped relationship between
PMC and growth may disappear.
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work. Studies conducted in the United States both during
and after World War II have shown that, in several industries, productivity has tended to increase by 18 - 20
percent as accumulated output has doubled through the
production of a particular commodity (horizontal specialization) (see [26] for the details). Specialization is also
often used to explain higher productivity in US as compared to Canadian textile plants (see, for instance, [23]).
Recent studies, such as [27-29], further point out that
nowadays many products are becoming more modular
over time and this development is often associated with a
change in industry structure towards higher degrees of
specialization. It has contributed to specific activities becoming more suitable and has attracted a large number of
de novo entrants.
Our analysis suggests that the competitiveness-growth
relationship can be either positive or negative depending
on the degree of IRPS. The economic intuition underpinning this PMC-growth relationship is as follows. Firstly,
by forcing price to converge to marginal cost, tougher
competition decreases the distortion of market imperfections that yields a lower long-run level of capital in comparison with a perfectly competitive economy. In an AKtype (a [30]-type) endogenous growth model, this efficiency gain gives rise to a positive effect on economic
growth. By contrast, competition may decrease the rate
of economic growth in the presence of endogenous entry
in the long run. Higher monopoly power, on the one hand,
raises incumbents’ profits and, on the other hand, provides an incentive for new firms to enter the market. If
the increase in the number of firms leads individual firms
to specialize in a single product, increasing returns to
specialization occur. As the positive effect of the externality is substantial, monopoly power give rises to a favorable, rather than harmful, effect in terms of boosting
economic growth. The ambiguity of our result reconciles
the theoretical prediction with the recent empirical evidence in a one-sector AK model, rather than the Schumpeterian endogenous growth model. Interestingly, we
show that there exists an inverted-U-shaped relationship
between PMC and growth. This implies that due to the
distinct status quo level of PMC, competition is beneficial in countries where the degree of IRPS is relatively
low, but remains detrimental elsewhere with relatively
high IRPS. This provides a plausible explanation to the
diversity in the competitiveness-growth relationship across
countries.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
sets up the model of households, firms, and conditions
for macroeconomics equilibrium. Section 3 is the result
analysis. Section 4 provides some concluding remarks.

2. The Model
Consider an economy which consists of households and
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

firms. Time t is continuous.

2.1. Households
The economy is populated by a unit measure of identical
and infinitely-lived households. For the sake of analytical
convenience, we assume that each household supplies
inelastically one unit of labor services per unit of time,
i.e., the fixed quantities of labor H t  1 . Our main results are valid in the model with a labor-leisure choice. In
equilibrium, the labor market clears and the household
obtains the desired quantity of employment.
Given a constant time preference rate  and an initial capital stock K 0 , each household seeks to maximize
the following lifetime utility by choosing consumption
Ct and capital K t , i.e.:
Ct1  1   t
0 1   e dt , with   0 (1)
Ct , Kt
subject to its budget constraint: K t  wt  rt K t   t  Ct ,
where wt ( rt ) is the wage (rental) rate and the
max



Nt

 t   0 πit di are the aggregate profits derived from in-

termediate firms ( Nt and π it denote the number of intermediate goods produced and an individual firm’s profits, respectively). Solving the household’s problem
yields the standard Keynes-Ramsey Rule:
Ct 1
   rt   
(2)
Ct 
and the transversality condition lim t Kt e   t  0 , where
t 

t is the shadow price associated with the budget con-

straint.

2.2. Firms
On the production side, there are two types of goods: a
homogeneous final good and differentiated intermediate
inputs indexed by i. The final good market is perfectly
competitive, while the intermediate goods market is characterized by monopolistic competition. By following
[20], the final good is produced simply using a continuum of intermediate inputs yit , i   0,1 and takes the
following generalized form of production function:
 1 1

Yt  N t



Nt
0

yit di

;
1



0   1

(3)

If all intermediate goods are hired in the same quantities, i.e., yit = yt i   0, N t  under a symmetric equilibrium, the final good output then becomes: Yt  N t1 yt .
This implies that there are constant returns to the quantities employed of a variety of intermediate goods, but
either increasing (if   0 ) or decreasing (if   0 )
returns to an expansion in such a variety, while holding
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the quantity employed of each intermediate good fixed.
By letting   (1   )  (>0), (3) can easily recover the
traditional specification Yt 



Nt
0

yit di



1/ 

max
yit

 1

Nt

1





Nt
0



yit di



1



 1 1



Nt
0

  0 pit yit di

yit di



1 1



yit 1

(4)

Equation (4) is the demand function for the ith intermediate good which is characterized by a constant price
elasticity 1 (1   ) . As is evident, a larger  implies a
higher price elasticity of demand for intermediate good i
and, accordingly, indicates that the intermediate good
sector is more competitive.
Intermediate good producers employ capital kit and
labor hit to produce their product and sell it to the final
good producers at the profit-maximizing price. With an
overhead cost  (paid in units of intermediate good
output), the production technology for intermediate good
i can be expressed as:
yit  Akita hit1 a   , with A  0

(5)

where the parameter a(1 – a) measures the capital (labor)
share. Subject to (4) and (5), the intermediate good firm
maximizes the profit function: πit  pit yit  wt hit  rt kit ,
by choosing kit and hit . Solving the optimization problem leads to the following first-order conditions:

 1  a  pit  yit   
hit

 wt and

3

 apit  yit   
kit

 rt

(6)

[31] shows that the degree of increasing returns in US manufacturing
is different from estimates of the markup.
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πit  pit 1    yit   

(7)

2.3. Macroeconomics Equilibrium
Under a symmetric equilibrium where pit  pt , yit = yt,
kit  K t N t , and hit  H t N t i . Accordingly, substituting yit  yt into (4) yields: pt  N t . Moreover,
free entry guarantees zero profits for each intermediate
good producer. Thus, from (7), the quantity of each intermediate good produced is: yt   1    . With this
resulting relationship, (5) gives the equilibrium number
of firms:
Nt 

1 



AK ta H t1 a

(8)

Given the fixed supply for labor H t  1 , substituting
(8) and yt   1    into (3) yields the aggregate
output of the final good:


 1    (1 ) a (1 )
Yt   
Kt
 A
  

Nt

Accordingly, the corresponding first-order condition is
as follows:
pit  N t

By substituting (6) into the profit function above, we
have the intermediate good producer’s profit as:

, such as in

[17-19]. Under a symmetric equilibrium, the traditional
specification refers to Yt  Nt1  yt , indicating that monopoly power and IRPS (to an expansion in variety) are
characterized by the same parameter  . It is somewhat
difficult to distinguish what arises due to market imperfections and what is due to increasing returns. However,
as emphasized by [20,21], the specification of (3) allows
us to clearly separate increasing returns from imperfect
competition, so that both effects can be fully disentangled. Of importance, it provides us with a better measure
of PMC. As we will see, this is particularly important
when we are exploring the competitiveness-growth relationship.3
Assume that the final good is the numéraire and that
pit is the relative price of the intermediate good i. Thus,
the profit maximization problem for the final good firm
is given by:
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(9)

To ensure a balanced-growth-path (BGP) equilibrium,
we need to impose the constraint a(1   )  1 . With (8)
and (9), the aggregate consistency condition refers to
wt  (1  a)Yt and rt  aYt K t . Thus, given the symmetric equilibrium relationship Yt  N t1 yt and by substituting the intermediate good producers’ profits (7), the
factors’ prices (6), and the intermediate good’s price
pt  N t into the household’s budget constraint, the
economy-wide resource constraint is given by:
K  Y  C
(10)
t

t

t

3. The Relationship between PMC and
Growth
We now are ready to investigate the relationship between
the degree of imperfect competition (or PMC) and the
growth rate of the BGP equilibrium. Under symmetric
equilibrium, the Keynes-Ramsey rule (2) and the aggregate resource constraint (10) can be represented by

Ct a  1    (1 ) 



 A

Ct
   

and

K t
 1    (1 ) Ct
 

 A
Kt
Kt
  

and, accordingly, the balanced-growth rate  is:

 


Ct a  1    (1 ) 



 A

Ct
   

(11)
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Based on (11), we then establish the following proposition:
Proposition 1. In the presence of IRPS (   0 ), there
exists an inverted-U-shaped relationship between PMC
(  ) and growth (  ).
Proof. By differentiating (11) with respect to  , we
immediately have:


 
 a  1    (1 )  1


 A
 
 0
    
  1   
if

(12)

1 

1 


aA(1 )  1   
   1     4
 2




 . ■
1  
2


   (1   )   1    

Proposition 1 indicates that the growth-competitiveness
relationship can be either positive or negative depending
on the degree of IRPS  and the level of competitiveness  . Intuitively, since stronger competition (a higher
 ) will promote production efficiency and increase each
existing firm’s output (given yt   (1   ) , we can
2
derive yt    1     0 ). This will give rise to a
positive effect on the balanced growth rate. By contrast,
more intense PMC may decrease the balanced growth
rate in the presence of endogenous entry. As shown in (7),
higher monopoly power tends to raise profits in equilibrium, hence creating an incentive for new firms to enter
the market. If the presence of endogenous entry leads to
increasing returns to specialization (   0 ), the increase
in the number of firms will generate a positive external
effect in terms of boosting economic growth. As is evident, the growth-enhancing effect stemming from increasing returns to specialization becomes larger if  is
higher. Under such a situation, stronger competition is
more likely to harm the balanced-growth rate, leading to
a negative competitiveness-growth relationship.
Note that if the returns to production specialization are
either absent   0 or decreasing   0 , monopoly
power cannot generate a sufficiently positive external
effect on growth. Consequently, there is an unambiguously positive competitiveness-growth relationship. In
contrast, if we adopt the specification of [17,19] and set
  (1   )  (with the degree of IRPS being 1  ), (12)
turns out to be
1

1
 1    A 
a   1  


A 
0
 ln 



  


1

indicating that the latter entry effect dominates the former effect of production efficiency. As a result, there is a
monotonically negative relationship between PMC and
4

It is easy to find that the inverted-U-shaped relationship between PMC
and growth has a inflection point at   2 (1   ) .
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growth. Such a result is debatable, since it obviously
comes from an inappropriate specification which cannot
clearly separate increasing returns from imperfect competition.
Interestingly, there exists an inverted-U-shaped relationship between PMC (  ) and growth (  ) with a maximum growth rate which is consistent with the recent
evidence (see [9,10]). As shown in Figure 1, the growthmaximizing PMC requires that the condition of
ˆ  1 (1   ) be satisfied. This implies that the status
quo level of PMC and the degree of IRPS jointly govern
the competitiveness-growth relationship. If we follow [32]
and set the degree of IRPS (1   )  1.43 , the maximum
growth rate is located at around ˆ  1 (1   )  0.7 .
Note that this value is in accordance with the empirically
plausible range 1.32 - 1.49, estimated from US data by
[33] and also within the range of various areas summarized from 8 studies by [34].5
[35] estimates that during 1981-2004 the weighted average PMC in the European area is λ = 0.73; notably,
Italy shows higher markups (λ = 0.62). Specifically,
PMC λ = 0.91 in Japan, λ = 0.89 in the UK, λ = 0.88 in
the US during 1975-2002 (estimated by [36]), λ = 0.58 in
Egypt in the 1990s (estimated by [37]), and λ = 0.62 in
Thailand during 2001-2005 (estimated by [38]). In addition, the 2008 OECD indicators of Product Market Regulation reveal that, due to deregulation policy, OECD
countries in general are more competitive than less developed non-OECD countries, such as China, Russia,
India, and South Africa.6 With these observations, Figure 1 suggests that given a specific degree of IRPS more
intense competition will be more likely to stimulate economic growth for the countries with less competition at
the status quo (such as Italy or less developed countries),
while it will be more likely to hamper growth for the
countries with high competition (such as Japan and the
European area). In other words, given a specific degree
of IRPS there is more likely to be a positive competitiveness-growth relationship in the less developed countries.

4. Concluding Remarks
In this paper we set up a simple one-sector endogenous
growth model of imperfect competition and use it to
highlight the importance of IRPS in a competitivenessgrowth relationship. This ambiguity of our result allows
us to reconcile the theoretical prediction with the recent
empirical evidence in a one-sector AK model, rather than
the Schumpeterian endogenous growth model. Of importance, it allows us to provide a simple, but interesting,
5

By also focusing on US production, [31] finds relatively lower external increasing returns.
6
The detailed information can be accessed at
http://stats.oecd.org/Index.aspx.
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Figure 1. The competitiveness-growth relationship.

numerical example, indicating that due to the distinct
status quo level of PMC, competition is beneficial in
countries where the degree of IRPS is relatively low, but
remains detrimental elsewhere with relatively high IRPS.
Our result not only reconciles the theoretical prediction
with the recent empirical evidence, but also provides a
plausible explanation to the considerable diversity in the
PMC-growth relationship across countries.
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